RDA Node Slovenia

From the Coordinator
“RDA Node Slovenia stimulates the adoption of RDA outputs in support of the implementation of the official national Open Access policy and its action plan. We seek to establish a collaboration of national data services while respecting the disciplinary diversity and research communities’ needs. RDA Node Slovenia provides a space for an exchange of information among different communities, projects and stakeholders.”

The Node Team
Janez Štebe (National Coordinator)
Irena Vipavc Brvar
Maja Dolinar (on maternity leave)
Ana Inkret
All Slovenian Social Science Data Archives, University of Ljubljana
https://www.adp.fdv.uni-lj.si/

This is us ...

Our story so far ...
Advocating for open research data, supporting research infrastructures, helping to implement National Strategy for Open Access, connecting diverse collaborators

Positioned RDA Node within key national stakeholders: policy-makers, scientific journal representatives, academic institutions, data services.

Promotion of RDA in Slovenia: monthly newsletters, Node events, high visibility at other Open Science events, active promotion of RDA open calls.

Development of an open data journal policy pilot project:
- Guidance document in Slovenian based on RDA Outputs and National Strategy/Action Plan
- New journal policies on research data ready for implementation at Socialno delo, Slovenščina 2.0, Contributions to Contemporary History, and Documenta Praehistorica journals
- Results presented at Node conference on 28 January

CONTRIBUTION TO CURRENT OPEN ISSUES IN DATA SHARING IN SLOVENIA
- Established three working groups for key topics
- Issued recommendations for the Slovenian Personal Data Protection Act
- Formed 12 suggestions for improvements in data management and access on national level, based on proceedings from the Open Research Data in Slovenia conference

Events ...
- Open Research Data in Slovenia Conference and Workshop for Researchers, organised in collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport, NI4OS project (National Initiatives for Open Science in Europe), University of Maribor Library, Arnes and Mlada Akademija Society; 14 and 15 November 2019, Maribor

Odpreda znanost
Konferenca Odprti raziskovalni podatki v Sloveniji in Delavnica za raziskovalce
14. in 15. november 2019
Univerza iz Mravi Maribor

- Scientific Journals of Slovenia and Research Data Conference, 28 January 2020, Ljubljana
- periodic Node working group meetings
... and still to come ...
- Workshop on Data Management Planning for researchers and support staff promoting national infrastructure, exchange of experience, and RDA’s 23 things in Slovenian, 11 March 2020, Ljubljana
- Final Conference of the Node, 23 April 2020, Ljubljana

How to participate?
→ Become a member of RDA Node Slovenia
→ Join our events
→ Subscribe to Social Science Data Archives’ monthly newsletter
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